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What is Minority Forum Info?
•	 The Minority Forum Info website (www.minorityforum.info) is a searchable, 

user-friendly database compiling statements from the UN Forum on Minority 
Issues given between 2008 and 2016. The statements have been coded using the 
Nvivo qualitative data analysis software in order to assign attributes to individual 
statements, such as theme, country, focus and speaker type allowing users to search 
and filter the statements in a logical and systematic way. In addition, the Minority 
Forum Info website contains other documents from the UN Forum on Minority Issues, 
such as reports of the Special Rapporteur on minority issues, as well as international 
and regional human and minority rights standards.

•	 It serves as a useful resource for practitioners, researchers, governments, and UN 
actors working for the human rights of minorities. 

What resources are available on Minority Forum Info?
•	 Statements given at the UN Forum on Minority Issues between 2008 and 2016. 

Over Forum 1200 statements have been coded using specialized software (Nvivo), 
which allows relevant attributes such as theme, country focus, and speaker type 
to be assigned to each Forum statement. This ensures that the database of Forum 
statements is searchable and can be filtered in a logical and systematic way. These 
features are explained in more detail below.

•	 Other Forum documents including agendas, background documents, concept 
notes, recommendations, guidelines, and summary reports;

•	 Reports of the Special Rapporteur on minority issues, including annual reports 
to the General Assembly and the Human Rights Council, country reports, and 
handbooks;

•	 International and regional human and minority rights standards;

•	 A database containing all documents available on the website allows users to 
conduct searches across the entire range of documents;

•	 News from the UN Forum on Minority Issues, as well as more general news from 
the United Nations will be posted on the Minority Forum Info to inform users about 
relevant developments and upcoming events at the UN;

•	 The Tom Lantos Institute will begin publishing a Quarterly Newsletter in 2019 about 
legal developments, events, and other opportunities related to the human rights of 
minorities. Each edition of the newsletter will be published on the Minority Forum 
Info website.

•	 The website will be continuously updated to add new Forum statements, as well as 
other documents relevant to the human rights of minorities.

https://www.minorityforum.info/
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How do I use Minority Forum Info?
•	 Minority Forum Info uses Uwazi, a document management system designed to deal 

with large document collections using customizable filters and a user-friendly interface. 

•	 Uwazi allows users to search documents in the Minority Forum Info database for 
specific terms or phrases, as well as to filter documents by issue, country, speaker type, 
and a variety of other attributes. These features are explained in more detail below.

Locating documents on Minority Forum Info
•	 Clicking the ‘Forum Statements’ icon located below the sliders on the website 

homepage will bring you to the database of Forum Statements.  This contains Forum 
statements given between 2008 and 2016, which have been coded by various 
attributes, such as theme, country focus, and speaker type, using specialized software 
(Nvivo). These codes correspond to the document filters, which are explained in more 
detail in the section about filters below. The Forum statements represent the bulk of 
the documents on Minority Forum Info and can be searched and filtered in a variety 
of ways by users.  

•	 In order to view other types of documents, such as ‘Other Forum Documents’, ‘Minority 
Rights Standards’, or ‘Special Rapporteur Reports’, click on the relevant tabs located 
on the homepage.  Clicking on any of these tabs will bring up a pre-filtered database 
of only the corresponding type of document.  For example, clicking on ‘Minority 
Rights Standards’ will open the database containing the minority rights standards 
documents. Clicking on ‘Database’ on the main menu bar will take you to a database 
containing the entire collection of documents available on Minority Forum Info. 
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•	 To view a specific document, click on the ‘View’ button within the document tile.  The 
full text of the document will appear.
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Using the Search feature in Uwazi
•	 The search feature works the same whether you are searching within certain types of 

documents, in the general database of all documents, or within a single document 
itself.  This guide will provide examples on using the search while searching Forum 
statements.  

•	 Once you access the Forum statements by clicking on the ‘Forum Statements’ icon 
below the sliders on the homepage, the search bar in the upper left side of the 
screen provides you with a simple way to search documents. 

•	 In the search bar, you can perform a generic search that will bring up documents 
containing any of the terms in the search query.

•	 To search for a specific term or phrase, use “…”, for example “minority language 
education”.

•	 To search within a particular document, click on the ‘View’ button in the document 
tile, then click on the search icon on the right hand side of the screen.  Enter your 
search query in the search bar, and all of the mentions of your search will be listed in 
chronological order as they appear in the document.
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•	 Click on one of the page numbers listed and you will see your search query 
highlighted in the text of the document.

•	 Special types of searches allow you to search for specific information using wildcards, 
boolean search, and query strings.  For example;

•	 Use * for a wildcard search.  For example, if you search “juris*”, documents containing 
words such as jurisdiction, jurisdictional, jurisprudence, jurists, etc. will appear in  
the results.

•	 Use ? for a one character wildcard.  For example, if you search “196?”, documents 
containing “1960”, “1961”, “1962”, etc. will appear in the results. 
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•	 Use ~ for a proximity search. For example, if you search “the status”~5, documents 
containing any phrase having “the” and “status” within 5 words of each other, such as 
“the procedural status”, “the specific legal status”, “the current status”, etc. will appear 
in the results.  Another example would be the search “minority education”~6.  This 
search would bring up documents containing phrases such as “minority language 
education”, “education in minority languages”, “education for a religious minority”, etc. 

•	 Use AND, OR and NOT for boolean searches. “freedom AND language NOT Cameroon” 
will match anything containing both the words “freedom” and “language”, but not 
containing “Cameroon”.

Using the Filter feature in Uwazi
•	 In addition to the “search” feature, you can bring up documents from the database 

using filters.  On the Minority Forum Info website, you are able to filter documents 
by a number of different attributes, including document type, speaker type, country, 
issue, Forum session, etc.  

•	 To use the filter feature, begin by selecting one or more of the filters from the filters 
panel in the right-hand column.  This will bring up every document that matches the 
selected filter(s). For instance, you could select the filters: Minority Rights Standards, 
Europe as shown below. 

•	 Once you have done this, you can continue selecting desired multiple filters in 
the right-hand column to further narrow down your search.  To search for terms or 
phrases within this set of filtered documents, you may use the search bar feature as 
described in the previous section.

•	 You also have the option of using an AND operator or an OR operator for the filter. 
This can be selected in the filter panel in the right-hand column. Using the AND 
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operator will display documents containing all filters that have been selected. Using 
the OR operator will display documents that contain at least one of the filters that 
have been selected.  For example, if you use the AND operator to filter documents 
by selecting ‘Session 5’ as the Session and ‘NGO’ as the Type of Speaker, the results 
will show statements that were both given at Session 5 AND given by an NGO.  If you 
filter documents using the same filters but with the OR operator selected, you will 
see all statements that were either given at Session 5 OR given by an NGO. 
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Search vs. Filter
•	 The search and filter features allow users to make queries in various ways. In many 

cases, searching for a theme will provide different results than filtering by the same 
theme. For instance, simply searching ‘self-governance’ brings up different results that 
using the ‘self-governance’ filter. This is because the coding team may have identified 
this theme in documents, which would not come up by simply searching for the 
term ‘self-governance”. 



The Tom Lantos Institute (TLI) is an independent human and minority rights 
organization. It is based in Budapest, Hungary. It operates internationally in terms 
of staff, partners, scope, and funds. As a research and education platform, TLI aims 
to bridge the gaps between research and policy, norms and practice. As part of 
its programs, TLI organizes its annual Global Minority Rights Summer School, in 
cooperation with the National University of Public Service and Middlesex University 
London. TLI also publishes its series, International Studies in Human Rights and Identity, 
with Brill Academic Publishers.

The Human Rights Consortium (HRC) was established in 2009 at the School of 
Advanced Study, University of London, to facilitate and promote research in human 
rights in the UK and internationally. The HRC is particularly focused on bringing 
together scholars and practitioners in the field of human rights through events, post-
graduate teaching and publications. The HRC also hosts the Human Rights Researchers’ 
Network, which is affiliated with the International Journal of Human Rights.  The 
School of Advanced Study is the UK’s national centre for the support and promotion of 
research in the humanities.

Tom Lantos Institute
Bérc u. 13-15., 
1016 Budapest, 
Hungary

http://tomlantosinstitute.hu/en/

T: +36 1 209 0024 
E: info@tomlantosinstitute.hu

Human Rights Consortium 
School of Advanced Study 
University of London 
Senate House 
Malet Street 
London WC1E 7HU 
United Kingdom

https://hrc.sas.ac.uk

T: 020 7664 2003 
E: HRC@sas.ac.uk

twitter.com/@TLIBudapest

twitter.com/@HRC_News
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